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This paper consists of three parts. In Part I, we obtain results on the integrability
of functional (of exponential type) of Dirichlet processes. In Part II, we give a striking
probabilistic representation of semigroup (probably non-Markovian) associated
with a non-divergence operator. Part III is devoted to perturbation bounds on the
operator norm of semigroups and a new (short) proof of the off-diagonal estimates
of the heat kernel associated with a divergence operator. The theory of Dirichlet
forms and forward, backward martingales decompositions play a central role in the
whole paper.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper consists of three parts. Part I: Integrability of certain functions
of Dirichlet processes; Part II: Probabilistic representation of semigroups
associated with non-divergence operators; Part III: Perturbation bounds
for semigroups.
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In Part I, our starting point is a regular Dirichlet form (E, D(E)) on
some L2(X, dm) space, where X is a locally compact, countable metric space,
and m is a Radon measure with full support. Let (0, F, Xt , 3t , Px , x # X)
denote the Hunt process associated with the Dirichlet form. In the study of
such processes, we need very often to know the integrability of functions
of the type (t0 f (Xs) ds)
p, p1, sometimes even the integrability of functionals
of exponential type exp(t0 f (Xs) ds). For example, to get the L
p integrability
of a martingale Mt whose bracket (M) t can be written as the form t0 f (Xs) ds,
it is sufficient to have the integrability of the functional (t0 f (Xs) ds)
p2.
Motivated by the above consideration, in this part we study the functionals
of the type exp(t0 f (Xs) ds) and prove that if a Sobolev inequality holds for
the Dirichlet form (E, D(E)), then exp(t0 f (Xs) ds) is integrable under a
mild L p condition on f. The Markov property and the hypercontractivity
of the semigroup Pt (associated with the Dirichlet form) deduced from
the Sobolev inequality play a very important part. The main result will be
particularly applied in Part II.
In Part II, we consider then non-divergence operator
L=
1
2
:
ij

xi \aij (x)

xj++b } {&{ } (b } )+c(x)
where a(x)=(aij (x)) a positive definite symmetric matrices valued measurable
function on Rd, the vector fields b(x), b (x) and function c(x) satisfy some
mild integrability conditions. Due to the lack of smoothness on b(x) and
b (x), the semigroup Tt , generated by such operator, is in general not
Markovian (or sub-Markovian) any more. A probabilistic representation
for the semigroup is therefore not easy to image. The aim of this part is to
give a probabilistic representation for the semigroup Tt in terms of the
diffusion process corresponding to the symmetric part of the generator. As
a direct consequence of the result, we can see at once that the semigroup
Tt has the positivity preserving property.
The main tools we used are the theory of Dirichlet forms, forward and
backward martingale decompositions and Girsanov theorem.
Part III is devoted to perturbation bounds on the operator norm of
semigroups and a short proof of the off-diagonal estimates of the heat
kernel associated with a divergence operator.
Let Qt be the semigroup corresponding to a reversible Markov process
on X with a stationary measure m. Define a new semigroup Pt by pertur-
bations of Qt in a certain way. We first present an abstract result on the
transfer of upper bounds on &Qt &a  b to the upper bounds on the operator
norm of the semigroup Pt , where &Qt &a  b denotes the operator norm of
Qt from La(X, dm) to Lb(X, dm). Then we apply the abstract result together
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with Daviess method to obtain a new proof of off-diagonal estimates for
the heat kernel associated with a divergence operator.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is Part I, and Section 3 is
Part II. Part III is arranged in Section 4.
2. INTEGRABILITY OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONALS OF
DIRICHLET PROCESSES
Let us first describe our framework. Let X be a locally compact, second
countable metric space. m is a Radon measure on (X, B(X )) with full
support. Let L2(X, dm) denote the underline L2-space. Let E be a regular
Dirichlet form on L2(X, dm) with domain D(E). For simplicity we assume
(E, D(E)) is local. Denote by [Pt , t0] the associated strongly continuous
semigroup on L2(X, dm). It is well known (for example see [2]) that
there exists a diffusion process (0, F, Xt , 3t , Px , x # X ) associated with
(E, D(E)) in the sense that for f # L2(X, dm), Ex[ f (Xt)] is a quasi-continuous
version of Pt f. See [2] for the definition of quasi-continuity. In this section
we assume that the Sobolev inequality holds for the Dirichlet form (E, D(E))
i.e. there exists a constant c>0 and a positive integer d s.t.
& f &2dd&2CE12( f, f ), \f # C0(X ) & D(E) (1)
where C0(X) denotes the space of continuous functions with compact
support.
If A=(aij (x))1i, jd is a symmetric d_d-matrix-valued bounded
function on Rd such that A(x) is uniformly elliptic, then E(u, v)=
(A {u, {v)L 2 (R d, dx) is a typical example for which the Sobolev inequality
holds.
Keeping the applications (particularly in next section) in mind, we will
study the integrability of certain functionals of diffusion process Xt . Precisely,
let f # L p(X, dm), we are interested in the following functionals:
U t(x)=Ex _exp \|
t
0
f (Xs) ds+& (2)
V t(x)=Ex _exp \$ |
t
0
f (Xs) ds+
k
& (3)
Define:
Ut(x)=U t(x)&1, Vt(x)=V t(x)&1.
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We have
Theorem 2.1. Assume f # L p+(X, dm) for some p>d2. Then for any
qd(d&2), we have
\|X |Ut(x)|q dm+
1q
c1ec1 t (4)
where c1 is a constant depending only on f, q, p.
Proof. Since the Sobolev inequality (1) holds for (E, D(E)), it is known
from [1] that for any 0<:<;+,
&Pt&L :, L;C(:, ;, d) t&d2(1:&1;) (5)
where C(:, ;, d ) is a constant, &Pt&L :, L ; denotes the operator norm from
L:(X, dm) to L;(X, dm). If n1 is an integer, we have:
Ex _\|
t
0
f (Xs) ds+
n
&=n ! |
t
0
dsn |
sn
0
dsn&1 } } } |
s2
0
ds1Ex[ f (Xs1), ..., f (Xsn)]
By the Markov property,
=n ! |
t
0
dsn |
sn
0
dsn&1 } } } |
s2
0
ds1Ps1[ fPs2&s1[ f } } } Psn&sn&1[ f ] } } } ]](x)
Therefore
\|X \Ex \|
t
0
f (Xs) ds+
n
+
q
dm+1q
n ! |
t
0
dsn |
sn
0
dsn&1 } } } |
s2
0
ds1 |Ps1[ fPs2&s1[ f } } } Psn&sn&1[ f ] } } } ]]|L q
(6)
Choose : satisfying
1
:
=
1
p
+
1
q
(7)
By (5), for any s>0
|Ps | L:, L qcs&d2(1:&1q)=cs&(d2)(1p) (8)
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Set ;=(d2)(1p), then ;<1 by the assumption on p. Thus, we see that
(6)n ! |
t
0
dsn |
sn
0
dsn&1 } } } |
s2
0
ds1 | fPs2&s1[ f } } } Psn&sn&1[ f ] } } } ]|L : cs
&;
1
using Ho lder inequality
n ! |
t
0
dsn |
sn
0
dsn&1 } } } |
s2
0
ds1 | f |L p |Ps2&s1[ f } } } Psn&sn&1( f ) } } } ]| L q cs
&;
1
Repeating the above procedure
 } } }
n ! cn | f | nL p |
t
0
dsn |
sn
0
dsn&1 } } } |
s2
0
ds1s&;1 (s2&s1)
&; } } } (sn&sn&1)&;
n !(c | f | Lp 1(1&;) t1&;)n1(1+n(1&;)) (9)
where 1(x) is the 1-function.
Thus,
|Ut |L q = } :

n=1
1
n !
Ex \|
t
0
f (Xs) ds+
n
}L q  :

n=1
1
n ! }Ex \|
t
0
f (Xs) ds+
n
}L q
 :

n=1
1
n!
n !(c | f | L p 1(1&;) t1&;)n1(1+n(1&;))
e1&;(c | f |Lp (1(1&;) t1&;)) (10)
where e#(x)=n0 xn1(1+n#) is the Mittag-Leffler function.
Using the property of e#(x), we obtain
|Ut |qc1 ec1 t for t0.
where c1 is an appropriate constant.
This proves the theorem.
Let h(x) # L1+(X, dm) with X h(x) dm=1 and |h(x)|M. Applying
the properties of the 1-function we can strengthen Theorem 2.1 as the
following
Theorem 2.2. Assume f # L p+(X, dm) for p>d2. Set k= p(d2)=
2pd. Then for any qd(d&2), there exists a constant $ so that
\|X h(x)(V1(x))q dm+
1q
<+ (11)
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First we prove a simple lemma. Let Y be a positive random variable on
some probability space.
Lemma 2.3. Let :>1, suppose
E(Yn)\n:+ ! \=1 \1+
n
:++ (12)
then, for all ;<1,
E(exp [;Y:])<+
Proof. By the Ho lder inequality,
E(Y:n)(E(Y [:n]+1)):n[:n]+1
\\[:n]+1: + !+
:n[:n]+1
\[:n]+1: + !(n+1)!
Hence,
E(exp [;Y:])=:
n
;nE(Yn:)
1
n !
:
n
;n
(n+1)!
n !
=:
n
;n(n+1)<+.
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.2 From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we know that
\|X h(x) \Ex \|
1
0
f (Xs) ds+
n
+
q
dm+
1q
M1qn !(c | f | L p 1(1&;))n1(1+n(1&;)) (13)
Note that 1(z)te&zzz&12 as z  +. Hence,
n !
1(1+n(1&;))
t
n1(n)
n(1&;) 1(n(1&;))
t
1(n)
1(n(1&;))
t
e&nnn&12
e&n(1&;)(n(1&;))n(1&;)&12
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te&n;nn;n&12
1
((1&;)(1&;))n
1
n&12(1&;)&12
te&n;(n;)n;&12 ;&n;(n;)12 \ 1(1&;)(1&;)+
n
te&n;(n;)n;&12 n12 \;&; 1(1&;)(1&;)+
n
t(n;)&1 1(1+n;) n12cn1
(Here c1=;&;(1(1&;)(1&;)))
tn&12(n;)! cn1 tn&12 \nk+ ! cn1
here k=1;.
Thus from (13)
\|X h(x) \Ex \|
1
0
f (Xs) ds+
n
+
q
dm+
1q
M1q(c1c | f |Lp 1(1&;))n n&12 \nk+ !
(14)
Take $ so small that
$c1c | f | Lp 1(1&;)<1 (15)
we have,
\|X h(x) \Ex \$ |
1
0
f (Xs) ds+
kn
+
q
dm+
1q
$kn \|X h(x) _\Ex \|
1
0
f (Xs) ds+
[kn]+1
+
kn[kn]+1
&
q
dm+
1q
$kn _\|X h(x) _\Ex \|
1
0
f (Xs) ds+
[kn]+1
+
knq[kn]+1
& dm+
[kn]+1(kn) q
&
kn[kn]+1
Using Ho lder inequality
$kn _\|X h(x) \Ex \|
1
0
f (Xs) ds+
[kn]+1
+
q
dm+
1q
&
kn[kn]+1
(16)
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Using (14)
$kn(c1c | f | Lp 1(1&;))[kn]+1 ([kn]+1)&12 \[kn]+1k + !
$&1$[kn]+1(c1c | f | L p 1(1&;))[kn]+1 ([kn]+1)&12 (n+1)! (17)
Set $ =$c1 c | f | L p 1(1&;). Then,
\|X h(x)(V1(x))q dm+
1q
:
n
1
n ! \|X h(x) \Ex \|
1
0
f (Xs) ds+
kn
+
q
dm+
1q
:
n
(n+1)([kn]+1)&12 $ [kn]+1$&1<+
which proves the theorem.
Corollary 2.4. If f # L p(X, dm), for p>d and Bt is a Ft=_(Xs , st)-
Brownian motion then Mt=exp(t0 f (Xs) dBs&12 
t
0 f
2(XS) ds) is an
exponential martingale on (0, Ft , Px).
Proof. Take q=+ in Theorem 2.1, we have
sup
x
Ex \exp \ 12 |
t
0
f 2(Xs) ds++cect<+ (18)
This gives the desired result by Novikov theorem (see [3]).
3. PROBABILISTIC REPRESENTATION OF THE TRANSITION
SEMIGROUP ASSOCIATED WITH A
NON-DIVERGENCE OPERATOR
In this section, we are going to prove a very interesting probabilistic
representation for the semigroup associated with a non-divergence operator
of the following type
L=
1
2
:
ij

xj \aij (x)

xj++b } {&{ } (b } )+c(x). (19)
We remark that this is not so easy to image since the associated semigroup
is not necessarily Markovian or sub-Markovian, which is due to the lack
of smoothness of the coefficients. Let us now state our conditions on the
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coefficients. We assume that a=(aij (x))1i, jd is a d_d positive definite
symmetric matrices-valued measurable function on Rd which satisfies
$ |\| 2:
ij
aij (x) \i \j
1
$
|\| 2 for \ # Rd (20)
where $ is a positive constant. b=(b1(x) } } } bd (x)) and b =b 1(x) } } } b d (x))
are Rd-valued measurable functions such that |b|, |b | # L:(Rd, dx) for
some :>d. c(x) is in L;(Rd, dx) for some ;>d2.
3.1. Dirichlet Form and Associated Diffusion Process
Consider the following regular Dirichlet form.
E0(u, v)=
1
2
:
d
i, j=1
|
R d
aij (x)
u
xi
v
xj
dx
(21)
D(E0)={u # L2(Rd, dx), uxi # L2(Rd, dx), i=1, 2, ..., d=
It is known (for example, see [2]) that there exists a conservative diffusion
process, denoted by (0, F, Xt , 3t , #t , Px , x # Rd) associated with
(E0 , D(E0)) and moreover the following decomposition holds
Xt=x+Mt+Nt Px-a.s. (22)
where Mt=(M 1t , ..., M
d
t ) is a Ft=_(Xs , st)-square integrable martingale
with
(Mi, M j) t=|
t
0
aij (Xs) ds (23)
Nt is a continuous process with zero energy (see [2] for the details).
Recall that 3t and #t are the corresponding shift and reverse operators
defined by
Xs(3t(|))=Xt+s
(24)
Xs(#t(|))=Xt&s , st
Let Pm be a measure on 0 defined by
Pm( } )=|
R d
Px( } ) dx (25)
By using the reversibility one also has the following decomposition under Pm
Xs&X0= 12Ms&
1
2(Mt(#t(|))&Mt&s(#t(|))), for 0st. (26)
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where Ms(#t(|)) is a Fs=_(Xt&u , us) martingale with
(M is(#t), M
j
s(#t))=|
s
0
aij (Xt&u) du, st. (27)
see [5] for details.
3.2. Non-divergence Operator and the Associated Semigroup
Let us now formulate the operator (19) rigorously in L2(Rd, dx) by using
the corresponding quadratic form.
Consider the quadratic form
Q(u, v)=
1
2 |Rd :ij aij (x)
u
xi
v
xj
dx&|
R d
(b, {u) v(x) dx
&|
Rd
u(x)(b , {v) dx&| c(x) u(x) v(x) dx (28)
D(Q)=H 12(R
d)=D(E0)
From our assumption on b, b and c, and the Sobolev imbedding theorem
it is easy to see that
|Q(u, v)|M |u|H 12 (R d) |v| H 12(R d ) , u, v # D(Q). (29)
and M is a constant, |u|H 12 (Rd ) is defined as
|u| 2H 12 (R d )=|R d u
2 dx+|
R d
|{u| 2 dx (30)
Since |b| # L:(Rd, dx), :>d we have that for any =>0 there exists a
constant c= so that
|
R d
|b| 2 u2 dx= |
Rd
|{u| 2 (x) dx+c= |
Rd
u2(x) dx (31)
The similar result holds for b . Using (20) and (31), we can choose a big
enough :0 and a constant $ >0 so that if :>:0
Q(u, u)+:(u, u)$ |u| 2H12 (R d ) (32)
(29) and (32) show that (Q(u, v), D(Q)) is a well defined closed form on
L2(Rd, dx). Thus by Kunita’s result (see [6]), there are unique strongly
continuous semigroups [Tt]t>0 , [T t]t>0 with
|Tt | L 2e;0 t, |T t |L2e;0 t, (Tt f, g)=( f, T t g), \f, g # L2(Rd, dx)
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whose generators L and L fulfill
Q(u, v)=&(Lu, v), u # D(L), v # D(Q)
(33)
Q(u, v)=&(u, L v) v # D(L ), u # D(Q)
Here ( } , } ) denotes the inner product in L2(Rd, dx). Clearly L can be
formally written as in (19).
3.3. Probabilistic Representation of the Semigroup [Tt]
Our objective now is to give a striking probabilistic representation of
[Tt]t>0. We will complete this task by three steps.
Case 1. b #0. Let (Xt , Px) be as in 3.1 and Mt be its martingale part.
Define
Pt f (x)=Ex _exp \|
t
0
(a&1b(Xs))* dMs& 12 |
t
0
ba&1b*(Xs) ds
+|
t
0
c(Xs) ds+ f (xt)& , t0, f # Bb(Rd) (34)
Note t0 (a
&1b(Xs))* dMs& 12 
t
0 ba
&1b*(Xs) ds+t0 c(Xs) ds is an additive
functional. It is clear that Pt is a well defined semigroup.
Lemma 3.1. Pt extends to a strongly continuous semigroup on L2(Rd, dx),
which will be also denoted by Pt
Proof. We have R d (Pt f (x))
2 dx
=|
Rd \Ex _exp \|
t
0
(a&1b)* (Xs) dMs&|
t
0
ba&1b*(Xs)+
_exp \ 12 |
t
0
ba&1b*(Xs) ds+|
t
0
c(Xs) ds+ f (Xt)&+
2
dx
|
Rd
Ex _exp \2 |
t
0
(a&1b)* (Xs) dMs&2 |
t
0
ba&1b*(Xs)+&
_Ex _exp \|
t
0
ba&1b*(Xs) ds+2 |
t
0
c(Xs) ds+ f 2(Xt)& dx
c |
R d
f 2(x) Ex _exp \|
t
0
ba&1b*(Xs) ds+2 |
t
0
c(Xs) ds+& dx
ceM0 t |
Rd
f 2(x) dx (35)
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where the facts that
sup
x
Ex _exp \|
t
0
ba&1b*(Xs) ds+|
t
0
c(Xs) ds+&eM0t
and exp(2 t0 (a
&1b)* (Xs) dMs&2 t0 ba
&1b*(Xs) ds) is an exponential
martingale (which are due to Corollary 2.4) have been used. This gives the
existence of the extension of Pt to L2(Rd, dx). Since Cb(Rd) is dense in
L2(Rd, dx) and for f # Cb(Rd), Pt f (x)  f (x) as t  0, the continuity
property of Pt follows from (35).
Denote by (L2 , D(L2)) the generator of the semigroup Pt on L2(Rd, dx);
Let [Tt]t0 be defined as in 3.2. We have
Theorem 3.2. [Pt]t0 coincides with the semigroup [Tt]t0.
Proof. Recall that (L, D(L)) is the generator of [Tt]t0. It suffices to
show (L, D(L))=(L2 , D(L2)). Let us first prove L/L2 . Let u # D(L).
Then for v # H 12(R
d)
E0(u, v)=
1
2 | :ij aij (x)
u
xi
v
xj
=Q(u, v)+|
R d
(b, {u)(x) v(x) dx+|
R d
c(x) u(x) v(x) dx
=|
Rd
(&Lu(x)+(b, {u)(x)+c(x)) v(x) dx (36)
This implies by [2] that u(Xt)&u(X0) is a semimartingale with the
following decomposition
u(Xt)&u(X0)=M ut +|
t
0
(Lu(Xs)&(b, {u)(Xs)&c(Xs) u(Xs)) ds (37)
Here M ut is a square integrable martingale under Px . Moreover
Mut =|
t
0
{u(Xs) dMs Px a.s. for almost all x # Rd. (38)
Define Zt=exp(t0 (a
&1b)* (Xs) dMs&12 t0 ba
&1b*(Xs) ds+t0 c(Xs) ds)
and M t=t0 (a
&1b)* (Xs) dMs . Then Zt=1+t0 Zs dM s+
t
0 Zs c(Xs) ds.
Applying the Ito’s formula
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u(Xt) Zt=u(X0)+|
t
0
Zs dM us +|
t
0
Zs(Lu(Xs)
&(b, {u)(Xs)&c(Xs) u(Xs)) ds
+|
t
0
u(Xs) Zs dM s+|
t
0
u(Xs) Zsc(Xs) ds+|
t
0
Zsd(M , Mu) s
=u(X0)+|
t
0
Zs dMs+|
t
0
u(Xs) Zs dM s+|
t
0
Zs Lu(Xs) ds
This gives
Pt u(x)&u(x)
t
=
1
t |
t
0
Ps(Lu)(x) ds for almost all x # Rd (39)
Remark that Lu # L2(Rd, dx) and Ps is strongly continuous. We deduce
from (39) that u # D(L2) and L2 u=Lu. This proves L/L2 . On the other
hand, if *>M0V;0 , * is in the resolvent sets of both L and L2 . This
can be seen from (35) and the fact |Tt |L 2e;0 t. Therefore L/L2 gives
(*&L)&1/(*&L2)&1. But (*&L)&1 and (*&L2)&1 are both everywhere
defined. Hence we have L=L2 which completes the proof.
Case 2. b (x)=(b 1(x), ..., b d (x)) # C 0 (R
d  Rd). Let [Tt]t0 be as
before.
Theorem 3.3. For f, g # L2(Rd, dx), [Tt] is given by
|
R d
f (x) Tt g(x) dx=Em _g(Xt) f (X0) exp \|
t
0
(a&1b)* (Xs) dMs
+|
t
0
(a&1b )* (Xt&s) dMs(#t)
& 12 |
t
0
(b&b ) a&1(b&b )* (Xs) ds+|
t
0
c(Xs) ds+&
(40)
Before we prove the theorem, let us recall the definition of the divergence
in the L2(Rd, dx) setting. Let u=Rd  Rd be a vector field. We say that u
is in the domain of divergence, u # D(div), if there exists a measurable
function on Rd, denoted by div u, satisfying
div u # L2(Rd, dx) (41)
|
Rd
(u, {v) R d dx=&|
R d
(div u)(x) v(x) dx, for v # H 12(R
d) (42)
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div u is called the divergence of the vector field u. As a consequence of
the definition, if u # D(div), f # C 1b(R
d) then fu # D(div) and div( fu)=
f div u+(u, {f ). This follows from
|
R d
( fu, {v) R d dx=|
Rd
(u, f {v) R d dx
=|
Rd
(u, {( fv)&v {f ) R d dx
=&|
R d
(div u)(x) f (x) v(x) dx&|
R d
(u, {f ) Rd v(x) dx
=&|
R d
( f div u(x)+(u(x), {f )(x)) v(x) dx (43)
If w=di=1 wi dx
i is a 1-form on Rd, we denote by div(w) the divergence
of the vector fields (w1 , ..., wd). Now let us have another look at the
Dirichlet form (E0 , D(E0)) defined in 3.1. Recall
E0(u, v)= 12 |
Rd
(a {u, {v) Rd dx u, v # H 12(R
d) (44)
Let (L0 , D(L0)) denote the generator of (E0 , D(E0)) i.e.
E0(u, v)=(&L0u, v) u # D(L0), v # H 12(R
d)
From the definition, it is clear that u # D(L0) if and only if
a {u # D(div) and L0= 12 div(a {u).
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Since b # C 0 (R
d  Rd), the operator L in 3.1 can
be written as
Lu= 12 div(a {u)+(b, {u) &(b , {u) &div(b ) u+cu (45)
Thus from Theorem 3.2 we have
Tt g(x)=Ex _g(Xt) exp \|
t
0
(a&1b)* (Xs) dMs&|
t
0
(a&1b )* (Xs) dMs
& 12 |
t
0
(b&b ) a&1(b&b )* (Xs) ds+|
t
0
c(Xs) ds&|
t
0
div(b )(Xs) ds+&
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So it suffices to show
|
t
0
(a&1b )* (Xs) dMs+|
t
0
(a&1b )* dMs(#t)=&|
t
0
div(b )(Xs) ds (46)
For simplicity, we suppose t=1. Take f # C 0 (R
d), g # D(L0)/H 12(R
d ).
Define the form
w= f dg= :
d
i=1
f
g
xi
dxi (47)
Then we have, under Pm
|
1
0
f (Xs) dM gs +|
1
0
f (X1&s) dM gs (#1)=&|
1
0
div(aw)(Xs) ds, (w= f {g)
(48)
where aw=a(w1 } } } wd), M g denotes the martingale part of g(Xt)& g(X0).
Let us show (48). From the proof of the first step of Theorem 2.2.1 in
[4] one knows that
|
1
0
f (Xs) dM gs +|
1
0
f (X1&s) dM gs (#1)
=&2 |
1
0
f (Xs) L0 g(Xs) ds&(M f, M g)
=&2 |
1
0
f (Xs) L0 g(Xs) ds&|
1
0
:
ij
aij (Xs)
f
xi
(Xs)
g
xj
(Xs) ds (49)
Since g # D(L0), we have a {g # D(div) and L0 g=12 div(a {g). Hence
div(aw)=div(a( f {g))=div( fa {g)
= f div(a {g)+({f, a {g)
= f 2L0 g+:
ij
aij (x)
f
xi
g
xj
This together with (49) give (48). To prove (46), by stopping we can assume
the coordinate functions xi are in D(E0). Consider w=di=1 (a
&1b ) i dxi.
Choose sequence [ f in]/C

0 (R
d), gin # D(L0) such that
gin  xi in (D(E0), E0, 1)
fn=( f 1n , ..., f
d
n)  a
&1b in L2(Rd  Rd, dx)
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Set wn=di=1 f
i
n dg
i
n . It follows from (48) that
:
d
i=1
|
1
0
f in(Xs) dM
gin
s + :
d
i=1
|
1
0
f in(X1&s) dM
gi
n
s (#1)=&|
1
0
div(awn)(Xs) ds
(50)
As n   by our choices of [ f in] and [g
i
n] and [2], the left hand side
of (50) goes to
|
1
0
(a&1b )*(Xs) dMs+|
1
0
(a&1b )* (X1&s) dMs(#1) in L2(0, Pm)
This particularly implies A=limn  &10 div(awn)(Xs) ds exists. We will
complete the proof by showing
A=&|
1
0
div(b )(Xs) ds (51)
Since Rd (awn , {v) Rd dx=&Rd div(awn)(x) v(x) dx, we have for v # H
1
2(R
d )
lim
n  
&|
Rd
div(awn)(x) v(x) dx= lim
n   |R d (awn , {v) Rd dx
=|
R d
(aa&1b , {v) Rd dx
=&|
R d
div(b )(x) v(x) dv (52)
Set gn=&div(awn), g=&div(b ). Let R1 denote the resolvent operator
associated with (E0 , D(E0)). Recall E01(u, v)=E0(u, v)+(u, v). Thus (52) is
equivalent to saying
E01(R1 fn , v)=|
Rd
gn v dx  E01(R1 f, v)=|
R d
gv dx
In other words, R1 gn  R1 g weakly in (D(E0), E01). By the BanachSack
theorem, there exists a subsequence [R1 gnk] so that
1
m
:
m
k=1
R1 gnk  R1 g strongly in (D(E0), E01)
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Set g m=1m mk=1 gnk . It follows from [2] that
R1 g m(Xs)  R1 g(Xs), M R1 g ms  M
r1 g
s
uniformly on [0, 1].
On the other hand, we know that
R1 g m(Xt)&R1 g m(X0)=M R1 g mt +|
t
0
R1 g m(Xs) ds&|
t
0
g m(Xs) ds
R1 g(Xt)&R1 g(X0)=M R1 gt +|
t
0
R1 g(Xs) ds&|
t
0
g(Xs) ds
Therefore
lim
m   |
1
0
g m(Xs) ds=|
1
0
g(Xs) ds=&|
1
0
div(b (Xs)) ds
This implies
A= lim
m   |
1
0
gm(Xs) ds= lim
m   |
1
0
g m(Xs) ds=&|
1
0
div(b (Xs)) ds
which ends the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Case 3. The general situation.
Now we keep the assumptions on b and b as at the beginning of this
paragraph.
Theorem 3.4. The semigroup [Tt]t0 associated with L is determined
by
|
R d
f (x) Tt g(x) dx=Em _g(Xt) f (X0) exp \|
t
0
(a&1b)* (Xs) dMs
+|
t
0
(a&1b )* (Xt&s) dMs(#t)
& 12 |
t
0
(b&b ) a&1(b&b )* (Xs) ds+|
t
0
c(Xs) ds+&
for all f, g # L2(Rd, dx) (52$)
Proof. Take b n # C 0 (R
d  Rd) such that
b n  b in L:(Rd, dx) for :>d
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Let T nt be the semigroup corresponding to the quadratic form Q with b n
in place of b . Then by Theorem 3.3
|
Rd
fT nt g(x) ds=Em _g(Xt) f (X0) exp \|
t
0
(a&1bn)* (Xs) dMs
+|
t
0
(a&1b n)* (Xt&s) dMs(#t)
& 12 |
t
0
(b&b n) a&1(b&b n)* (Xs) ds+|
t
0
c(Xs) ds+&
(53)
Letting n   in (53) the left hand side goes to Rd f (x) Tt g(x) ds (see [8]),
the right hand side tends to the right hand side of (52$). This completes the
theorem.
4. PERTURBATION BOUNDS
4.1. Abstract Results
Let X=(0, F, Xt , P) be a reversible Markov process with the corre-
sponding semigroup Qt . Let m denote the stationary measure. Consider the
semigroup Pt defined by
( f, Pt g)2=E[ f (X0) exp(Mt+M t) g(Xt)] (54)
where Mt is a forward continuous martingale and M t is a backward con-
tinuous martingale, ( } , } )2 denotes the inner product in L2(X, dm).
In this section we will demonstrate the transfer of upper bounds on
&Qt &a  b to the upper bounds on the operator norms of the semigroup Pt ,
where &Qt &a  b denotes the operator norm of Qt from La(X, dm) to
Lb(X, dm). We assume that
(M)t
k
2
t, (M ) t
k
2
t (55)
which includes many of the important applications of interest. This will be
seen in next section. But first we establish some notations; if a, b, p, q... #
[1, ], we write A=1a, B=1b... where 1=0. We also write A$=
1&A, and so 1a+1a$=1.
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Theorem 4.1. Under assumption (55) we have for all 1<a<b<+
&Pt &a  b$&Qt &A&B$1  + exp
kt
2 \
1
1&A
+
1
B$+ (56)
and
&Pt &a  b$&Q&P#  q$ exp
Zkt
2
(57)
where P=(A&B$)(R&Q$) and
Z=
(A&B$&R+Q$)(R&Q$)
(RB$&AQ$)(Q$&R+RB$+AQ$&A&B$)
for all a<b and #<q$ such that 0<P<1 and 0<(AQ$&B$R)(Q$&R)<1
Proof. Let f # Lb and g # La. For all :>1, ;>1, we have
( f, Pt g)2=E[ f (X0)1: g(Xt)1; f (X0)1&1: eMtg(Xt)1&1; eM t]
E[ f p:(X0) g p;(Xt)]1p E[ f p$(1&1:)(X0) e p$Mt]1p$
_E[ g p"(1&1;)(Xt) e p"M t]1p" (58)
where P+P$+P"=1. Using the estimate E[exp( p$Mt)] 
E[exp[2p$2(M) t]]12exp( p$2kt2), we see
( f p:, Qt g p;)1p & f &1&1:b &g&1&1;a exp \kt2 ( p$+ p")+ (59)
& f &b &g&a &Qt &1p#  q$ exp \kt2 ( p$+ p")+ (60)
where #=a;p and we have the constraints
P+P$+P"=1 P$+PQ=B, P"+PR=A
P<1, P$<1, P"<1, Q<1, Q$R1
(57) now immediately follows by solving for P, P$, P". Choose P$=A$&=,
P"=B$&=. We interpolate between the &Qt &1   bound and &Qt &1  11
to obtain
&Qt& p#  q$&Qt &
A&B$
1  + (61)
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Using the above equation, we get R=Q=(A&B$+=)(A&B$+2=) so
that
&Pt &a  b$&Qt &P#  q$ exp
kt
2 \
1
1&A&A=
+
1
B$&=+ (62)
letting =  0 we obtain (56)
Notice that so far we have not used the semigroup property for Pt and
so in fact the above result holds for arbitrary operator A=Pt provided
we have the required L1  L norm estimate, however the estimate on
&Pt &a  b$ explodes as a approaches 1 or b$ approaches +. We now use
the semigroup property to improve this estimate, it will be convenient to
define f (t)=log &Qt &t   . We split the interval (0, t) by taking a sequence
[ti>0]i=1 with 

i=1 ti=t and a sequence of spaces L
ai with a1=2, ai A 
as i   and Pti : L
ai  Lai+1 so by the semigroup property we have
&Pti &2  &Pt1 &2  a2 &Pt2 &a2  a2 } } } (63)
Lemma 4.2.
log &Pt&2  :
i
&$Ai f (ti)+
k
2
:
i
ti \ 11&Ai +
1
Ai+1+ (64)
for any Ai=1ai and $Ai=Ai+1&Ai provided A1=12, Ai a 0 and i ti=t.
Proof. Take logs in (63) and apply Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.3. Assume &Qt &1  ct&n2. Then for any N1 and p>2,
&Pt &2  Cn, p, Nt&n4ekt(2+$N, p) (65)
where
Cn, p, N=c exp \n4 log \ :

i=1
i& p++np4 (N+1) :

i=1
log(i)
(N+i)(N+i+1)+
$N, p=
1
2
 i& p+1
 i & p
1
N
Proof. Choose Ai=(N+1)2(N+i) and ti=Ti& p. Applying Lemma 4.2,
we obtain the desired.
Corollary 4.4. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.3, we have
&Pt &1  C 2n, p, N2
&n2t&n2ekt(2+$N, p) (66)
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Proof. Notice
&Pt&1  &Pt2&1  2 &Pt2&2  =&Pt2&22  
Now the corollary follows directly from Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that f (t)=log &Qt&1  t&p for some p<1,
then
&Pt &1  C1 exp(cpt&p+kt(1+c2)) (67)
Proof. Take Ai=2&i, ti=T(i+1)&2 2&i&1. The rest is similar to the
proof of Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4.
4.2. Off-Diagonal Estimates
Let (E0 , D(E0)) be the Dirichlet form described in Section 2.1. Denote by
Qt the semigroup associated with (E0 , D(E0)) and by qt(x, y) the correspond-
ing heat kernel. In this section we will show how to use Davies’ method
(see [1]) and the results in the last section to recapture off-diagonal
bounds for the heat kernel qt(x, y) (see [9]).
Let measure Pm be defined as in (25). Put
1(u, u)=
1
2
:
d
i, j=1
aij (x)
u
xi
u
xj
, for u # C 0 (R
d) (68)
We define the Riemannian metric d(x, y) by
d(x, y)=sup[h(x)&h( y); 21(h, h)(x)1, h # C 0 (R
d)] (69)
Our main result reads as follows:
Theorem 4.6. For any $>0, there exists a constant C$ such that
qt(x, y)C$t&n2 exp \& d
2(x, y)
2t(1+$)+ (70)
Proof. For any h # C 0 (R
d), define the perturbed semigroup P:ht by
P:ht g(x)=e
:h(x)Qt(e&:hg)(x) (71)
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Thus
( f, P:ht g)2 =| f (x) P:ht g(x) dx
=Em[ f (X0) e:h(X0)e&:h(Xt)g(Xt)]
=Em[ f (X0) exp [:h(X0)&:h(Xt)] g(Xt)] (72)
But, by the forward, backward martingale decomposition of Dirichlet
process (see [4, 5]),
h(x0)&h(xt)= 12M
h
t &
1
2M
h
t (73)
where M ht is a Fs=_(Xu , us)-adapted square integrable martingale and
M ht is a F s=_(Xt&u , us)-adapted square integrable martingale with
(Mh) s=|
s
0
1(h, h)(Xu) du
(74)
(M h)s=|
s
0
1(h, h)(Xt&u) du
Suppose 21(h, h)1. Applying Corollary 4.4, we get
&P:ht &1  C 2n, p, N2&n2t&n2 exp {:
2
4
t(2+$N, p)=
for any N1, p>2 (75)
This gives that
qt(x, y)&P:ht &1   exp(:h( y)&:h(x)) (76)
for all h # C 0 (R
d) with 1(h, h)1.
Therefore,
qt(x, y)C 2n, p, N 2
&n2t&n2 exp {:
2
4
t(2+$N, p)= exp(&:d(x, y))
=C 2n, p, N2
&n2t&n2 exp {:
2
2
t(2+$ N, p)= exp(&:d(x, y)) (77)
where $ N, p=$N, P2.
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Choosing :=d(x, y)t(1+$ N, p), we get from (77)
qt(x, y)C 2n, p, N2
&n2t&n2 exp \& d
2(x, y)
2(1+$ N, p)+ for any N1, p>2(78)
This implies the desired result because we can increase N to make $ N, p as
small as we want.
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